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Gang, I want to take just a moment to explain something I see....He's(* Joe Biden) just an 
idiot! No, a useful idiot.  Referencing the Bolsheviks there. Even his enablers are useful idiots,
they have no clue to where they get direction. It has been a long road for them, since about 
1920 in America. What you are seeing now here in the USA and abroad is identical. Not 
different flavor these days. They are going for broke, time is short. The many distractions 
have worn thin and grown old.

Once they were able to cheat and get the presidency along with both side of Congress they 
feel invincible and must go all out for control. They have no choice, time is short before 
upheaval of the masses. On day one we saw total removal of policies which made America 
Independent in foreign trade and commerce. Then a continued dismantling of infrastructure. 
This is all to collapse an economy, call it Planks of Socialism or Rules for Radicals, it the 
same game. They have laid 9 planks so far, the one that stands in their way is the Second 
Amendment. That holds our Constitutional Republic to The United States Constitution.

By removing our domestic product of oil reserves from the market created a reduction in our 
dollar value. The US dollar is not backed in gold but in oil and is a fiat currency. We have seen
the Keystone halted, domestic oil drilling halted, and even imports halted. This is to push the 
green new thing. So how are they going to prop up the USD on so called Renewable Energy 
when the sun don't shine or the wind don't blow. These resources only make up 2% on 
average to produce power, not the 20% they proclaim, that's bullshit. Funny thing is I have not
found any "Battery trees" yet where those batteries grow on. Lest mention the Lithium costs 
are double or triple what they were months ago. You can not recycle those fucking batteries 
and they create more super fund sites that nobody knows about.

The US Congress decide to throw away 56 to 62 billion to Ukraine in a venture of 
"Disappearing Returns" to cover up for what the alphabet soup groups have been doing to 
credit the Obama/ Bidumb Regime in returns through NGO's. Those NGO's get skimmed buy 
Soros, and ilk of Clintons [who just reset up their NGO of Clinton foundation right before the 
Ukraine shit show got started], then sent back to things like the DNC to fund BLM/Antifa. Sad 
but true. But the skimming profit margin is the greatest. Don't worry about the arms dealers, 



those books are kept pretty square, and all they are doing is replenishing the old shit we gave
to Ukraine.

From the previous, you can see intentional stagnation of economy, you can see intentional 
directive to drive the Green New Deal, and you can see definite desire to redirect monetary 
flow through NGO's of taxpayer money. This is not just going on in the US, but abroad, I 
mentioned this is identical in other countries as well. The same identical playbook.

Sure seems as a group is working globally to direct resources out of countries to personal 
bank accounts by using bought and paid for politicians. If you recall this is the same plan that 
was used in the Baltic conflict, Georgia, Czechoslovakia, and now Ukraine. The one face that 
is associated is Soros, but it's just not Soros alone. It is Globalists in a unified front, there are 
many. This same action in the previous mentioned countries was used to play both sides, 
destroy nations, and bilk money.

Notice the constant change of venue from the MSM, which is owned by these Globalists, one 
crisis after another. This is to keep you entertained, a shell game, "Oh, look over there!". But 
fortunately the fabricated lies are conflicting each other. For instance the Bio-Labs in Ukraine, 
"Cookies" Nuland before Congress stated that there were at least 25+ in Ukraine funded by 
the DOD. But the DOD pays private firms, which is not subject to Congressional oversight. 
Shortly after Nuland admits this fact, Tulsi Gabbard (D) posted a video warning that the fight 
in Ukraine would put these labs in peril and possibly release the crap. Mitt Romney goes to 
threaten Tusli and propose she is committing treason by bringing this fact to light. Now it's 
known because the DOD admits to 46 labs in Ukraine. These labs are run by private 
companies, wonder who owns them? Hmmm! Bet you can bet under the shell companies and
umbrella groups you find big name globalists racking in NGO's money.

Now on to other distractions....inflation is growing in a fabricated agenda, the constant 
reminder that we should expect to experience blackouts due to not enough power, food 
shortages, bird flu, and mass shootings. If you just read Saul Alinsky's "Rules For Radicals" 
you will find this used as the basis to destabilize and economy, sow chaos, and institute 
socialist reforms.

We have plenty of resources, but politicians who should not have the control have put 
themselves in control. Just look at the CDC and WHO. Neither can mandate anything, only 
place suggestions, but yet politicians have twisted perception to make it as though the CDC 
and WHO have the authority. These politicians are globalists. Pick a country, you will see the 
same game being played.
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(*)=  Editor's note


